
Project Title: 

 

Monroe Contemporary Art Space 

“MC” 

 

Brief Description of Project: 

 

The Monroe Contemporary Art Space is a contemporary art museum that focuses on artist career 

development, networking and production through the formation of an artist residency program and 

project archive.  The all-in-one space establishes cultural infrastructures in two formats: on-site through 

abilities of our physical location and off-site through online, local, regional and international promotion, 

outreach, artist exchange and collaborative events. 

 
Objectives: 

1) Place Tallahassee, FL in national dialogue/recognition by providing cultural infrastructures for exhibiting 
contemporary artists, musicians and performers. 
 
2) Establish nationally recognized artist residency program for visual artists, musicians and performers. 
 
3) Promote interconnectedness between local, regional, national and international communities, businesses, 
colleges and creative entities through outreach, invitation and collaborative events. 

 

On-Site: 

Artist-Residency program and 

invite 

 

The program invites nationally exhibiting contemporary visual artists, 

musicians, performers, artist collectives and curators to a designated 

studio at the MC. Projects hosted by the MC are selected from screened 

proposals that focus on community, collaboration, diversity and 

technology. 

 

 - example 1: 

 

1 month paid-residency inviting nationally recognized ‘Artist Jane’ from 

San Francisco who focuses on collaborative diversity and placemaking. 

He/She/They make work in collaboration with creators and the 

community of Tallahassee and explore creative ways to promote 

interconnectedness between local entities.  

 

The artist’s proposal plants several grafted fruit trees that first are grown 

in collaboration from a local nursery they then are planted in public at 

park in the city.  The trees blossom and bear different kinds of fruit: not 

only does this symbolize different types of people growing together in 

unison, but also the tree is food to eat. After the artist leaves, the park 

grows into something of unique aesthetic to Tallahassee and becomes a 

living land-sculpture reflecting on our community progressivism, 



ingenuity, diversity and mindfulness. 

 

- example 2: 

 

3 month paid-residency inviting ‘Performance and Video artist Kalup’ is a 

minority artist from Clermont, Florida who uses video, performance and 

technologies to create thematical soap operas reflecting on his southern 

upbringing discussing motifs such as community, socializing, religion, 

race, sexuality and gender. He will investigate southern stereotypes and 

explore gender related issues in Tallahassee allowing the city to further 

enter a regional and national dialogue on the topic. ‘Kalup’ collaborates 

with local theater groups and actors to create the reflective soap opera 

open to the public. 

 

‘Kalup’ during his time at the MC hosts a series of public dinner and 

lectures reflecting on the investigations into southern stereotypes and 

research into their truth/falseness. He explores his findings on race, 

gender, homosexuality and other motifs. The end of the lecture is open to 

discussion. He opens awareness to the diversity into Tallahassee and 

relates it to another region of Florida. The lecture series documented and 

placed online in our archive.   

 

- example 3: 

 

1 month paid-residency inviting ‘Musician Jill’ from Toronto to make and 

record music with local southern artists blending both identities. This 

establishes a networking link between both entities providing route for 

creators in the north to the south and vice versa. During their time in 

Tallahassee, local musicians act as chauffeur introducing ‘Musician Jill’ to 

local businesses, venues, and events. She later acts as visiting artist to the 

FSU College of Music for students interested in pursuing a career as 

musician.  

 

Beyond music; during her stay and before leaving, she records several 

inserts in the MC recording studio telling stories of her time in 

Tallahassee. She invites people of the community to share their stories 

and they reflect on places both have been in the regions that they are 

from. Why not hear the similarities/differences between Tally and 

Toronto? These stories are live-stream then archived online. 

professional artist studios  

- blank space provided to contemporary artists, musicians or performer 

- proper ventilation, lighting, ceiling height, insulation and door-size 

- communal studio shop with equipment offered to producing artists in 

studios 

 



Networking/Administrative office   

 *art consulting includes: 

(for artists renting studios) 

- applying to exhibitions 

- music touring opportunities 

- portfolio critique 

- Grant proposal edits 

- “Call For Proposals” resources 

- Artist publication notifications 

- C/V and Resume revamp 

- Artist taxes 

- Up-To-Date exhibition marketing 

- Invite/outreach to local businesses and national curators, directors, 

collectors publications, academia 

- Artist video/written interviews 

 

Lounge  

- a coffee and beer lounge open to the public 

- regular hours 

Professional internship program: 

 

 

- internship program include: 

 * administrative 

 * curatorial 

 * clerical 

 * marketing 

 * technician, conservation, archivist 

 * exhibition design 

 * research assistant 

Sound Production studio 

 

 

- sound engineers edit music, podcasts and culturally related sound 

implements 

Sound Recording office  

- paid platform for performers and musicians to record music, podcasts 

and other sound implements 

- record cultural radio  

- live-stream interviews with local and national entities  

In-Progress install space 

 

 

- a larger space for in-progress and unfinished sculpture, paintings and 

installation artworks 

Exhibition space  

- rotating exhibitions featuring local and national contemporary artists 

- exhibitions featuring national exchanges with universities and collectives  

- emerging artist solo-exhibitions 

- resident artist solo-exhibitions 

- public critique and forum 

- public opening receptions 

Rentable Art/Equipment moving 

 

 

- rentable vehicle for moving art and equipment 



Stage and music venue  

- venue for musicians and performances with regular hours 

 

 

Off-Site: 

off-site events in residential 
neighborhoods 

 
-by collaborating with residents living in the neighborhood, various artworks are 
displayed in a permitted house. The houses act as “galleries” showcasing various 
forms of contemporary sculpture, paintings, performance, installation art, music 
and poetry. 
 
- the event invites anyone to experience the local community and meet their 
fellow neighbors in expressions of similar and diverse cultures in the same area. 
The event promotes openness, awareness and entices unity in the district.  

off-site collaborative events 
with commercial entities 

 
-in this form of ‘Contemporary Art Crawl’ we work with several businesses 
promoting collaborative competitiveness between the entities. Contemporary 
artwork is displayed in unconventional settings transforming and reinvigorating 
the location. 
 
-as people attend not only are they looking at artworks, but attendants are 
aware of local businesses 

annual music/arts week  
- based off ideas similar to ArtFields, ArtPrize, Art-a-Whirl and Prospect, an 
annual art week focusing on tourist development and business/community 
collaboration held throughout the entire city. Artworks and music are to be 
displayed with collaborative spaces with special music events. 
 
-large cash reward for juried and public best in show. 
 

national student artist 
academic exchanges 

 
- curated artists from TCC, FAMU and FSU are selected as artist ambassadors 
while their works are displayed at respected national level universities. In return, 
that university curate’s student artists to exhibit as ambassadors at the MC. 
 
The program encourages the interconnectedness several local, regional and 
national communities while producing networking advantages for new, emerging 
student artists.  
 
 
 
 
example 1: 
*already established connection 
 
GSU’s Ernest G. Welch School of Art & Design’s Master of Fine Arts program in 
Atlanta, GA curates 10 artists to exhibit at the MC and vice-verse 10 academic 
artists from Tallahassee, FL exhibit at the GSU’s Welch Gallery 
 
example 2: 
*already established connection 



 
University of Delaware’s Master of Fine Arts program in Newark, DE curates 10 
artists to exhibit at the MC and vice-verse 10 academic artists from Tallahassee, 
FL exhibit at UD’s Delaware Contemporary in Wilmington, DE an hour south of 
Philadelphia, PA 

national artist collective 
exchanges 

 
- curated artists from studios rented at the MC are selected based on rigor and 
relevancy toward produced exhibitions. In exchange, the MC will work 
concurrently with other private or not-for-profit art spaces to bring 
contemporary working artists to Tallahassee, Fl and further place Tallahassee 
based artists and our region in national dialogue.  
 
example 1: 
*already established connection w/review of tested event 
* artist collective, FANTASY, is ranked 2nd best exhibition in Philly for the month 
 * linkhttps://www.uwishunu.com/2016/11/top-art-exhibits-events-philly-         
november/#sm.0000xh93kei1ufokzmj138qx3cglp 
 
MC’s artists work collaboratively with the Metropolitan Gallery, Philadelphia to 
exchange working contemporary artists between cities. 
 
example 2: 
*already established connection w/review of tested event 
*artist collective, FANTASY, reviewed in ARTSATL 
*http://artsatl.com/review-day-and-nights-fantasy-muiltiple-worlds-mingling/ 
 
MC’s artists work collaboratively with the Day & Night projects, Atlanta to 
exchange working contemporary artists between cities. 

Artist Networking Socials  
- artists lectures, dinners or creative socials held at local business in Tallahassee, 
FL with the idea that the city becomes a place of refuge for working, producing 
contemporary artists. The events are open to the public; like-wise, hosted 
businesses familiarize with artist production, people and contemporary fine art. 
The events are as much educational as entertaining. 

Contemporary Public Art 
Initiatives 
 *free and accessible off-site  
   and through-out the city  

 
MC definition: 
Art in public spaces that can take on a wide range of forms, conceptualizations, 
sizes and scales –and can be temporary or permanent created in a broader 
context to positively heighten awareness of given location. 
 
- murals 
- public sculptures 
- integrated architecture 
- landscape architectural work 
- digital new media 
- performances 
- festivals 
 



International collaborations 
via internet, virtual reality, 
video, and experimental 
media 

 
- by experimenting with new creative forms of technology and media we can 
introduce unexpected, exciting and creative ways to connect with one another. 
Why not reach out internationally and really test the idea of local in a globalized 
society. Cities are becoming less defined by their geographical borders, but their 
ability to promote their cultural awareness.  With culture there is critique and we 
are in an area that is largely left unknown, let’s begin highlighting the region in 
new, unpredictable ways.  
 
example 1: 
 
At one stop in an art crawl hosted by the MC in Tallahassee, a local participant 
places on a virtual reality headset connected to the internet. Entering into the 
artist rendered realm they are given a random avatar and are able to interact 
with a fellow participant collaborating from Berlin, DE. 
 
example 2: 
 
Through the coordination of the MC: coffeeshops, venues, restaurants, 
breweries or other services from Tallahassee, FL, Austin, TX and Barcelona, ES 
place connected, live-stream video screens displaying shops of similar 
businesses. The collaboration is temporary and can switch between different 
cities. The objective is to allow people into their place via screen, promoting 
diversity, people and gives rise to random, public interactions. 

 

Project Start Date: 

 

2019 

 

Project End Date: 

 

Renovation, operational planning, outreach methods, promotion, calendar and staff creation to be finished by the 

end of 2019 where the Monroe Contemporary Art Space is functioning on-site early 2020 with off-site efforts to 

begin early 2021. 

 

 


